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Rating: 4.0 
Price: 
Variant price modifier: 

Price with discount: 

Salesprice with discount: 

USD 9,730.00

Discount: 

  

Ask a question about this product  

Manufacturer: Elexxion  

 

Description 

Elexxion Claros Laser

The elexxion claros is an exceptionally innovative dental laser with a performance profile that puts it at the top of its class. The ergonomic design of this robust standalone model makes it the

choice of preference for intensive everyday use. At the same time, this diode laser makes draws that attention of patients to the advanced technology employed for treatment.

With an application output of up to 50 Watt, claros ® permits extremely high cutting speeds. The repetition rate of up to 20,000 Hz virtually excludes the possibility of tissue carbonization. The

claros® is a high-performance diode laser that features low penetration depth and is therefore extremely gentle to tissue.

The versatile multifunctional handpiece of the claros® was also specifically designed to permit exceptional ease of use. The handpiece sits comfortably in the hand and permits reliable,

controlled cutting. Of course, the handpiece is autoclavable and permits economical use of disposable fibers.

The elexxion claros is also optionally available in a 30 Watt version.

Applications:

- Surgery

- Endodontics

- Periodontology

- Desensitization
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- Laser-Bleaching

- Laser therapy

Includes:

- elexxion claros basic unit

- “elexxion comfort” tray

- “elexxion claros step” foot switch

- Bending tool for “ergo flex”

- 8 soft metal tips

- “ergo T” therapy handpiece

- “T8” therapy applicator

- “All programs” keycard

- “Soft laser only” keycard

- Power cable

- Document file

- 3 Protective eyeglasses

- Handpiece Ergoflex plus

- Fiber starter set
- Laser wall sign
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